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Abstract: We study the phenomenology of electric dipole moments (EDMs) induced in
various scalar leptoquark models. We consider generic leptoquark couplings to quarks and
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nuclear, and atomic matrix elements. We show that current experimental limits set strong
constraints on the possible CP-violating phases in leptoquark models. Depending on the
quarks and leptons involved in the interaction, the existing searches for EDMs of leptons,
nucleons, atoms, and molecules all play a role in constraining the CP-violating couplings.
We discuss the impact of hadronic and nuclear uncertainties as well as the sensitivities
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1 Introduction
Leptoquarks are hypothetical particles that have the distinct property that they can trans-
form quarks into leptons and vice versa. They appear in various extensions of the Standard
Model (SM) and recently have become more popular as certain leptoquark models can re-
duce the tension between SM predictions and experimental data in semileptonic B meson
decays (see e.g. refs. [1, 2] and references therein; for a selection of recent papers discussing
scalar leptoquarks see refs. [3{5]). The phenomenology of leptoquarks has been recently
reviewed in great detail in ref. [6].
One phenomenological aspect of leptoquarks which has been studied in less detail
so far is their impact on permanent electric dipole moments (EDMs). Nonzero EDMs
of systems with a non-degenerate ground state break parity (P) and time-reversal (T)
symmetry and by the CPT theorem also CP symmetry. A nonzero EDM measured in
a current or next-generation experiment would be a clear sign for a new source of CP
violation, as the only conrmed source of CP violation, the phase in the CKM matrix,
predicts EDMs that are orders of magnitudes below current and expected limits [7{9].
For leptons or paramagnetic systems such a measurement would translate directly into a
discovery of New Physics (NP), while in systems like nucleons or diamagnetic atoms the
new source could in principle be of SM origin: this is due to the fact that the SM allows for
another source of CP violation, dubbed strong CP violation and parametrized in form of
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the so-called QCD  term. Current EDM limits constrain  < 10 10. However, if nonzero
EDMs are measured in several systems, their pattern can disentangle a small but nonzero
 term from genuine beyond-the-SM (BSM) CP violation [10].
The search for EDMs has grown into a rich eld with ongoing experiments to measure
EDMs of muons, neutrons, various atoms and molecules, and exciting eorts to mea-
sure EDMs of protons and light nuclei in electromagnetic storage rings, see e.g. refs. [11{
13] for recent reviews. In addition, EDMs can be probed by analyzing decay patterns.
This has been done for tau leptons in processes such as e+e  ! +  [14] and e+e  !
e+e +  [15] and is planned for strange and charmed baryons at LHCb [16].
In this work we investigate EDMs of the above-mentioned systems in scalar leptoquark
models, while vector leptoquarks are left to future work. Previous studies of EDMs in
the context of leptoquark models [17{24], have mainly focused on subsets of leptoquark
interactions. Here we collect, rederive, and extend the existing results to constrain all
avor-diagonal CP-violating couplings, including those to the second- and third-generation
fermions. We work out in detail how to connect leptoquark models to EDM phenomenology
in a modern eective-eld-theory (EFT) framework. We discuss the relevance of QCD and
electroweak renormalization-group evolution and use up-to-date hadronic, nuclear, and
atomic input, including a discussion of the hadronic and nuclear uncertainties.
All together we nd that EDM searches set rather strong constraints on possible CP
phases in leptoquark models. Since many avor and collider observables provide only
very weak constraints on imaginary parts, EDMs can provide important complementary
information. Given the importance of leptoquark models in the context of explanations
for the B anomalies it is interesting to study their impact on EDMs, and, in particular,
whether such models predict measurable signals in existing or future experiments. The
results obtained here should allow to answer such questions in a straightforward manner.
As an explicit example, we apply our analysis to a particular model that explains the B
anomalies [5], showing that (future) EDM measurements can provide relevant additional
constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we list the possible scalar leptoquark
representations following ref. [6]. We identify the two representations that are most in-
teresting from the point of view of EDM phenomenology. In section 3 we match these
leptoquark models to CP-odd eective operators in SM-EFT and evolve the operators
down to a low-energy scale. We make the connection to EDM measurements in section 4
and discuss the required hadronic, nuclear, and atomic matrix elements. In section 5 we set
constraints on the CP-violating phases and discuss the complementarity of dierent EDM
searches by studying scenarios with several nonzero CP-odd operators. In this section we
also apply the EFT framework to the leptoquark model in ref. [5] that was constructed
to explain the anomalies seen in B-meson decays, and investigate the impact of the EDM
limits. We conclude in section 6.
2 Classes of scalar leptoquarks
Scalar leptoquarks couple in various ways to SM elds depending on their gauge represen-
tations. We follow the notation of ref. [6] and classify the leptoquarks by their symmetry
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properties under the SM gauge group. Six possible scalar representations exist, two of
which come with a particularly rich EDM phenomenology. In general, the Lagrangian
describing leptoquark interactions can be written as
LLQ = Lkin + LY + LS ; (2.1)
where the terms on the right describe the leptoquark kinetic terms, the interactions with
SM fermions, and the scalar sector, respectively. The kinetic term is simply given in terms
of the gauge-covariant derivative which depends on the particular representation of the
leptoquark,
Lkin = (DS)y(DS) : (2.2)
The Lagrangian for the scalar sector can be divided into a universal and a non-
universal piece,
LS = (2S + HS'y')SyS + S(SyS)2 + L0S ; (2.3)
where L0S depends on the leptoquark representation. The universal part of LS does not
distinguish between the dierent components in a leptoquark multiplet. This implies that
all components obtain the same mass when L0S = 0. The interactions with fermions, LY ,
cannot be written in a universal way and will be discussed in more detail below.
Both the kinetic terms and the universal part of LS are CP-even, so that any CP
violation has to come from either LY or L0S . In this work we focus on the former as it gives
rise to a rich EDM phenomenology and the couplings to fermions play a role in several
explanations of the B-physics anomalies. In particular, we will focus on the leptoquark
representations that allow for both left- and right-handed couplings to fermions, as these
give signicant contributions to CP-violating observables and thereby give rise to the most
interesting EDM phenomenology. Leptoquark models without this requirement still con-
tribute to EDMs; however, in that case, the generation of a CP-violating phase necessarily
involves a avor change, which has to be reversed to induce EDMs by an additional non-
diagonal weak interaction, rendering these contributions much smaller. The requirement
of both left-and right-handed couplings can also be avoided by introducing multiple lepto-
quarks. Although such scenarios can be certainly of interest, a complete analysis is beyond
the scope of the current work and we do not discuss them any further here.
The Lagrangian in eq. (2.1) constitutes a very minimal extension of the SM and, in
general, the leptoquark will be accompanied by additional NP degrees of freedom. However,
for the scalar leptoquark models the minimal extension is consistent in the sense that
eqs. (2.1){(2.3) provide a renormalizable framework. In contrast, in vector leptoquark
models the generation of a mass term similar to the one in eq. (2.3) necessitates the
introduction of additional new elds. This renders the setup with vector leptoquarks
highly model-dependent. We therefore refrain from discussing this class of models in the
following.
2.1 R2 and S1
We start by discussing the interactions of the two scalar leptoquark representations with
both left- and right-handed couplings. The rst scalar leptoquark of this class falls into
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the (3; 2; 7=6) representation of SU(3)c  SU(2)  U(1)Y . The most general form of the
interactions with the SM fermions can be written as
L(R2)Y = RI2

uRxRLIJL
J + QIxyLReR

+ h:c: ; (2.4)
where I; J are SU(2) indices and xRL;LR are 3 3 matrices in avor space.
The only other scalar representation that allows for left- and right-handed couplings
to fermions is S1 2 (3; 1; 1=3). The allowed interactions are given by
L(S1)Y = S1
h
Qc;I yLLIJL
J + ucR yRReR    QIzyLLIJQc;J +  dRzyRRucR
i
+ h:c: ;
(2.5)
where ; ;  are SU(3)c indices, yLL;RR and zRR are generic 3  3 matrices in avor
space, while zLL is a symmetric 3  3 matrix. In principle, the interactions in eqs. (2.4)
and (2.5) are dened in the weak basis and have be rotated once we move to the mass
basis after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). In order to simplify this process, we
choose a basis in which the up-type quark and charged-lepton Yukawa matrices are already
diagonal. Explicitly, we take the SM Yukawa couplings to be
 LY = Q'YddR + Q ~'YuuR + L'YeeR + h:c: (2.6)
Yu =
p
2
v
diag(mu; mc; mt); Ye =
p
2
v
diag(me; m; m );
Yd = V
p
2
v
diag(md; ms; mb) ;
where V is the CKM matrix, ' the Higgs doublet and v its vacuum expectation value.
This choice of basis implies that the couplings involving down-type quarks and/or neutrinos
obtain additional factors of CKM and/or PMNS matrix elements when moving to the mass
basis (see section 3.3 for details). Instead, the interactions involving only up-type quarks
and charged leptons are unaected.
In their most general form the interactions of S1 lead to baryon-number-violating
interactions, while R2 does not. Since the experimental limits on proton decay stringently
constrain baryon-number violation (see, e.g., ref. [25]), we will assume baryon number to
be conserved. This assumption has no implications for the R2 leptoquark. For S1 this
implies that either yLL = yRR = 0 or zLL = zRR = 0, and we will consider the two cases
separately.
Finally, strong EDM constraints can naively be avoided by specifying that the lep-
toquarks only couple via one type of interaction, as all EDMs will be proportional to
the combinations Im xLR xRL, Im yLL yRR, or Im zLL zRR. Such an assumption, however,
can only be valid at one specic scale, since the second coupling will be generated via
renormalization-group evolution due to Higgs exchange. For example, setting xabRL(H) = 0
at a certain scale H leads to nonzero values at a dierent scale L via (a similar relation
holds for the yLL;RR couplings)
xabRL(L) 
yayb
(4)2
log

L
H

xabLR(H) ; (2.7)
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where ya and yb are the Yukawa couplings of the fermions involved in the interaction. As
renormalization requires both interactions (assuming one is nonzero), one would generally
expect both terms to be present with independent phases.
3 Matching and evolution to low energies
To assess the eects of eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) in low-energy observables, we need to evolve the
corresponding coecients to low energies. Here we assume the leptoquarks to have masses
well above the electroweak scale, mLQ  v, such that their eects can be described within
an EFT. In fact, assuming that they predominantly decay to leptons and quarks of the
same generation, searches at the LHC currently set limits of mLQ & 1  1:5 TeV on scalar
leptoquarks [26{29]. To derive the low-energy Lagrangian at  ' 1 GeV, we rst integrate
out the leptoquarks at the scale  ' mLQ and match to eective CP-violating dimension-
six operators that appear in the SM-EFT Lagrangian [30, 31]. The resulting operators
are evolved to the electroweak scale, using renormalization-group equations (RGEs), where
heavy SM elds such as weak gauge bosons, the Higgs eld, and the top quark are integrated
out. This induces a set of SU(3)cU(1)em-invariant operators which we subsequently evolve
down to a scale of  ' 1 GeV. To connect this low-energy Lagrangian to EDM observables
we have to evaluate matrix elements of these operators using nonperturbative methods at
the atomic, nuclear, and QCD levels. The latter step is deferred to the next section, while
we start with the matching to SM-EFT.
3.1 Matching to CP-violating dimension-six SM-EFT operators
Tree-level leptoquark exchange leads to several operators that contain CP-odd pieces:
L 4 = C(1) abcdlequ (LIaeRb)IJ( QJc uRd) + C(3) abcdlequ (LIaeRb)IJ ( QJc uRd)
+C
(1) abcd
quqd (
QIauRb)IJ(
QJc dRd) + C
(8) abcd
quqd (
QIat
auRb)IJ(
QJc t
adRd) + h:c: ; (3.1)
where ta are the SU(3)c generators and a; b; c; d are generation indices. Additional operators
are induced at loop level,
Ldipole =
X
f=u;d;e
(CfBOfB + CfWOfW + h:c:) +
X
q=u;d
(CqGOqG + h:c:) + C 0~GO ~G (3.2)
=

  gp
2
h
Q IW I 
u
W ~'uR + Q
 IW I 
d
W'dR + L
 IW I 
e
W'eR
i
  g
0
p
2
h
QB 
u
B ~'uR + Q
B 
d
B'dR + L
B 
e
B'eR
i
  gsp
2
h
QtaGa 
u
G ~'uR +
QtaGa 
d
G'dR
i
+ h:c:

+C ~G
gs
6
fabc
GaG
b
G
c 
 ; (3.3)
where we introduced1
CfB =   g
0
p
2
 fB ; CfW =  
gp
2
 fW ; CqG =  
gsp
2
 qG and C
0
~G
=  1
3
gsC ~G (3.4)
1Note that  is the completely anti-symmetric tensor with 0123 = +1 and that this convention is
opposite to that in ref. [31].
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for later convenience and where B , W
I
 , and G
a
 are the eld strength tensors of the
U(1)Y , SU(2), and SU(3)c gauge groups, g
0, g, and gs are the corresponding gauge cou-
plings, and  I are the Pauli matrices. The  u;d;eW;B;G couplings are 3  3 matrices in avor
space. The rst two lines of eq. (3.3) represent the electroweak dipole moments, the third
line contains the color dipole-moments, while C ~G in the fourth line is the Weinberg oper-
ator [32]. Here we will focus on the combinations of the electroweak dipole moments that
give rise to the electromagnetic dipoles after electroweak symmetry breaking. To identify
this combination and simplify later expressions, we introduce the following combinations
of couplings:
Quyuip
2
C()ui =  Im [ uB +  uW ]ii =
dui
ev
;
Qdydip
2
C
()
di
=  Im
h
V y

 dB    dW
i
ii
=
ddi
ev
;
Qeylip
2
C
()
li
=  Im [ eB    eW ]ii =
dli
ev
;
yuip
2
C(g)ui = Im [ 
u
G]ii =
~dui
v
;
ydip
2
C
(g)
di
= Im
h
V y dG
i
ii
=
~ddi
v
; (3.5)
where Qu, Qd, and Ql denote the electric charges of the corresponding fermions, yf =p
2mf=v the Yukawa couplings, and df ; ~dq are the conventional (chromo-)EDMs, dened
via dimension-ve operators.
Both the S1 and R2 leptoquarks give rise to the semileptonic operators in eq. (3.1) at
tree level [19{21, 23]. At the scale  = mLQ we obtain
C
(1) abcd
lequ =
1
2
Xabcd +
1
2
Y abcd ; C
(3) abcd
lequ =
1
8
Xabcd  
1
8
Y abcd : (3.6)
Only the di-quark couplings of S1 induce the four-quark operators in eq. (3.1):
C
(1) abcd
quqd =  
Nc   1
Nc
Zabcd ; C
(8) abcd
quqd = 2Zabcd ; (3.7)
where Nc = 3 is the number of colors. In the above expressions we have dened the
convenient combination of parameters
Xabcd  (xLR)
bc (xRL)
da
m2R2
; Yabcd  (yLL)
ca (yRR)
db
m2S1
; Zabcd 
(zLL)ac (zRR)bd
m2S1
: (3.8)
This implies C
(1;8) abcd
quqd = C
(1;8) cbad
quqd because zLL is symmetric in avor space. Although
eqs. (3.7) and (3.6) present the matching for general avor indices, only certain combina-
tions will be most relevant for EDMs, namely those involving a single lepton (or down-type
quark) avor and a single up-type quark avor. It is therefore useful to dene the following
combinations:
Xab  Im [Xaabb] ; Yab  Im [Yaabb] ; Zab  Im
"X
c
V cbZcaab
#
: (3.9)
The lepton-quark couplings of the two leptoquarks generate the (chromo-)EDMs via
the one-loop diagrams depicted in gure 1. The (chromo-)EDMs are induced in the full
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Figure 1. Left panel: one-loop diagrams contributing to fermion (chromo-)EDMs in the full
theory including dynamical leptoquarks. Right panel: one-loop diagrams contributing to fermion
(chromo-)EDMs in the EFT where leptoquarks have been integrated out. Solid lines denote SM
fermions, single dashed lines the Higgs eld, double dashed lines leptoquarks, wavy lines photons,
and curly lines gluons. Circled vertices denote vertices of dimension four, while squares denote
eective vertices arising from higher-dimensional operators. Only one topology for each diagram
is shown.
theory via the rst four diagrams where the external photon (gluon) couples to an internal
SM fermion or to the leptoquark. To match the full theory to SM-EFT we need to sub-
tract the contribution from the fth (sixth) diagram that appears in the EFT through an
insertion of C
(1;3)
lequ . These loops only contribute to EDMs, while the chromo-EDMs vanish
due to the color trace. After performing the matching calculation, we nd at  = mLQ
QlmlC
()
l=e;; =
1
(4)2
X
q=u;c;t
Ncmq

(Ql=2 +Qq)Xlq + (Ql=2 Qq)Ylq

+ : : : ;
QqmqC
()
q=u;c;t =
1
(4)2
X
l=e;;
ml

(Qq=2 +Ql)Xlq + (Qq=2 Ql)Ylq

+ : : : ;
mqC
(g)
q=u;c;t =  
1
2
1
(4)2
X
l=e;;
ml

Xlq + Ylq

+ : : : ; (3.10)
where the dots denote contributions suppressed by (mq;l=mLQ)
2. In addition, there are two-
loop diagrams in the full theory (left panel of gure 2) that contribute to the Weinberg
operator, which were recently evaluated in ref. [33]. We nd that these contributions are
canceled after subtracting the one-loop diagrams in the EFT (the right panel of gure 2):
C ~G(mLQ) = 0 + : : : ; (3.11)
where the dots denote higher-dimensional terms additionally suppressed by at least
(v=mLQ)
2. Non-vanishing dimension-six contributions to the Weinberg operator will ap-
pear at lower energies when heavy quarks are integrated out [34{36].
The above results dier from the literature in two ways. First of all, we consistently
neglected contributions of dimension eight and higher as these are additionally suppressed
and beyond the scope of the present EFT approach. Second, the loops in the full theory
lead to contributions to the fermion EDMs proportional to (mq;l=M
2
LQ) log(m
2
q;l=M
2
LQ) [17,
22]. These logarithms do not appear in the matching once the diagrams in the EFT are
subtracted, but will be partially reintroduced when the eective operators are evolved to
lower energy scales using the one-loop RGE. Importantly, this approach allows to resum
these logarithms. In this way we incorporate the sizeable QCD corrections to the eective
CP-violating operators that arise from evolution from MLQ to lower energies [37].
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Figure 2. Left panel: two-loop diagrams contributing to the Weinberg operator in the full theory
including dynamical leptoquarks. Right panel: one- and two-loop diagrams contributing to the
Weinberg operator in the EFT where leptoquarks have been integrated out. The disconnected
gluons in the rst and fourth diagram can attach to any internal line carrying color charge. Other
notation as in gure 1.
Apart from the contributions of the lepton-quark couplings, the quark (color-)EDMs
are also induced by one-loop diagrams involving the di-quark couplings of S1. These
contributions again require a matching calculation, which leads to very similar expressions:
QqmqC
()
q=u;c;t =
1
(4)2
(Nc   1)
X
q0=d;s;b
mq0(Qq0  Qq=2)Zqq0 + : : : ;
QqmqC
()
q=d;s;b =
1
(4)2
(Nc   1)
X
q0=u;c;t
mq0(Qq0  Qq=2)Zq0q + : : : ;
mqC
(g)
q=u;c;t =
2
(4)2
X
q0=d;s;b
mq0Zqq0 + : : : ;
mqC
(g)
q=d;s;b =
2
(4)2
X
q0=u;c;t
mq0Zq0q + : : : : (3.12)
The di-quark couplings also induce two-loop contributions to the Weinberg operators but,
as was the case for the quark-lepton interactions, these contributions only appear at di-
mension eight or higher.
It should be mentioned that, apart from the interactions discussed above, additional
operators are induced at loop level. Examples are CP-odd Yukawa interactions QfH (f =
e; u; d), as well as four-fermion operators such as Q
(1;8)
qu , in the notation of [38], which are
induced through box diagrams involving two leptoquark exchanges. When considering the
Xlq, Ylq, and Zud couplings, these additional operators generate contributions to EDMs
that are suppressed by additional loop factors or small (SM) Yukawa couplings compared
to the operators in eqs. (3.1) and (3.3). However, in the case of avor o-diagonal couplings
the eects of operators like Q
(1;8)
qu can become important; for example, its U1U2U2U1 (U1;2 2
fu; c; tg, U1 6= U2) component is induced by a combination of couplings  Xll0U1U1Xll0U2U2 ,
whose eects are not captured by eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) when l 6= l0. Note, however, that
in this case generally also sizable lepton-avor-violating couplings would be induced which
are tightly constrained. A complete analysis of such cases would require extension of the
above operator basis and is beyond the scope of the current work.
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3.2 Renormalization group equations
Having derived the eective operators at the scale  = mLQ, we now discuss the relevant
RGEs needed to evolve these operators to lower energies. This process is complicated by
the presence of the various hierarchies in the problem, i.e. hierarchical masses and mixing
angles, gauge couplings, and loop factors. In general all of the occurring operators undergo
renormalization under QCD.2 While this changes the coecients in some cases sizably,
it does not generally change the hierarchies in the problem. Contributions to the RGEs
from weak interactions on the other hand can generate operators that enter the problem
qualitatively dierently. The importance of these contributions is highly avor dependent.
For instance, leptoquark interactions between light fermions only can contribute sizably
already at tree-level, rendering terms generated via weak processes subleading. On the
other hand, EDMs induced by leptoquark exchange between just heavy particles typically
receive their leading contributions from RGE mixing. The question of the dominant low-
energy contribution(s) therefore has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. As the mixing
pattern is rather complicated, in gure 3 we show a ow diagram depicting the various
matching and RGE contributions to low-energy CP-odd operators arising from the R2
leptoquark interactions.
We start with the self-renormalization of the four-fermion operators, which is governed
by the following RGEs [37, 40, 41]
d
d ln
C
(1)
lequ =  6CF
s
4
C
(1)
lequ ;
d
d ln
C
(3)
lequ = 2CF
s
4
C
(3)
lequ ;
d
d ln

Cabcdquqd + C
cbad
quqd

=
s
4
 
 4CF 3Nc+4Nc 4CF
2+Nc N2c
N2c
16+8Nc
Nc
4CF   42+N
2
c
N2c
!


Cabcdquqd + C
cbad
quqd

; (3.13)
where Cabcdquqd = (C
(1) abcd
quqd ; C
(8) abcd
quqd )
T and CF = (N
2
c  1)=(2Nc). Neglecting the running due
to the top Yukawa coupling, the RGEs for the semileptonic operators are independent of the
avor indices, while those for C
(1;8)
quqd in principle still depend on them [42]. However, since
zLL is symmetric, the interactions of the S1 leptoquark only contribute to the symmetric
combination for which the RGE is given in eq. (3.13).
At one loop, the four-fermion operators mix into the fermion dipole operators. For
large scales , these contributions are expected to dominate the direct one-loop matching
contributions in the last section, since they receive a logarithmic enhancement  ln(=).
While this is generally conrmed numerically in our analysis, the one-loop matching con-
tributions are important for two reasons: rst of all, the logarithm is not very large when
considering NP scales of one to a few TeV; consequently, we nd contributions of up to
50% from the matching at a scale of 1 TeV. The second reason is specic to mediators car-
rying color charge, like the leptoquarks considered here: while the semileptonic operators
do not mix into chromo-EDM operators at the considered order, the latter are generated
2For some operators discussed in this work there can be a sizable additional contributions to the anoma-
lous dimension matrix proportional to the top-quark Yukawa coupling. These have been recently discussed
in ref. [39] and can be included analytically. However, we ignore these contributions in the following for
simplicity.
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nevertheless at one loop in the matching, see gure 1. The chromo-EDM contributions are
especially important in some cases, since they match onto the Weinberg operator without
an additional fermion mass factor. Hence this matching contribution can change the phe-
nomenology qualitatively, a fact which would be overlooked in an analysis only considering
the logarithmic-enhanced RGE contributions.
The contributions from the semileptonic four-fermion operators to the lepton EDMs
at one loop read
d
d ln
C
()
l =  
16Nc
(4)2
X
q=u;c;t
mqQq
mlQl
ImC
(3) llqq
lequ : (3.14)
These coecients do not run under QCD.
The (chromo-)EDMs of the quarks receive contributions from the four-fermion oper-
ators as well. In addition they, as well as the Weinberg operator, evolve and mix under
QCD. The RGEs for the up-type dipole operators take the following form:
d
d ln
Cq=u;c;t =
s
4
 Cq + 1
(4)2
X
l=e;;
mlQl
mqQq
FF ImC
(3) llqq
lequ
+
1
(4)2
X
q0=d;s;b
mq0
mq
FQ  Im
X
i=u;c;t
V iq0C
iqqq0
quqd ; (3.15)
where Cq = (C
()
q ; C
(g)
q ; C ~G)
T . Instead, for the down-type dipole moments we have
d
d ln
Cq=d;s;b =
s
4
 Cq + 1
(4)2
X
q0=u;c;t
mq0
mq
FQ  Im
X
i=u;c;t
V iqC
iq0q0q
quqd : (3.16)
Here the CKM elements appear due to our use of C
(; g)
di
and mdi , which are the (C)EDMs
and masses of the quarks in the mass basis, while Cabcdquqd were dened in the avor basis. The
combinations in eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) are proportional to Zqq0 after taking the matching
in eq. (3.7) into account.
The QCD evolution in these equations is dictated by  which is given by [32, 34, 43, 44]
 =
0B@8CF  8CF 00 16CF   4Nc 2Nc
0 0 Nc + 2nf + 0
1CA ; (3.17)
where nf is the number of active avors and 0 = (11Nc 2nf )=3. Instead, the mixing of the
four-fermion operators with the dipole moments is determined by FF;FQ [37, 40, 45, 46]:
FF =  16
0B@10
0
1CA ; FQ =
0B@2
Qq0
Qq
2CF
Qq0
Qq
 1 Nc
0 0
1CA : (3.18)
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3.3 Below the electroweak scale
Below the electroweak scale we integrate out the Higgs, W, and Z bosons, as well as
the top quark, and rotate to the mass basis. For the four-fermion operators in eq. (3.1),
the only eect is the removal of operators involving the top quark from the EFT and the
appearance of several CKM and PMNS elements
L 4 = C(1) abcdlequ

Uaa0V

cc0
 
La0eRb
  
dLc0uRd
  (eLaeRb) (uLcuRd)
+C
(3) abcd
lequ

Uaa0V

cc0
 
La0eRb
  
dLc0
uRd
  (eLaeRb) (uLcuRd)
+C
(1) abcd
quqd V

aa0

(uLcuRb)
 
dLa0dRd
    dLa0uRb (uLcdRd)
+C
(8) abcd
quqd V

aa0

(uLct
auRb)
 
dLa0 t
adRd
    dLa0 tauRb (uLctadRd)+ h:c: ; (3.19)
where we used C
(1;8) abcd
quqd = C
(1;8) cbad
quqd , by virtue of eq. (3.7). The eective couplings of
the four-quark operators are again proportional to Zab for the terms where only a single
avor of up-type and down-type quarks appears. In addition, the neutral-current pieces
of the semileptonic operators, which give rise to EDMs, have the same couplings before
and after EWSB, due to our choice of avor basis. The charged-current pieces are rotated
by the CKM matrix and the PMNS matrix, U . Both the semileptonic and four-quark
operators [47] follow the same RGEs as in eq. (3.13).
The form of the dipole operators is slightly altered after EWSB as well, and we obtain
a contribution to the Weinberg operator. This part of the CP-odd Lagrangian can be
written as
Ldipole =
X
l=e;;
 ieQlml
2
C
()
l
l 5 l F +
X
q=u;d;s;c;b
 ieQqmq
2
C()q q 
5 q F
+
X
q=u;d;s;c;b
 igsmq
2
C(g)q q 
5ta q Ga + C ~G
gs
6
fabc
GaG
b
G
c 
 : (3.20)
In addition, two eective gluon-electron operators are induced
LeG = CeG se i5eGaGa + Ce ~G
s
2
eeGaG
a

 : (3.21)
While these are operators of dimension 7, they can in principle be important for the charm
and beauty quarks, since the additional mass suppression is not severe compared to their
sizable matrix element  mN , the nucleon mass.
For the matching of the four-fermion and dipole operators we simply have
C
(1;3)
lequ (m
 
t ) = C
(1;3)
lequ (m
+
t ) ; C
(1;8)
quqd (m
 
t ) = C
(1;8)
quqd (m
+
t ) ;
C
()
f (m
 
t ) = C
()
f (m
+
t ) ; C
(g)
f (m
 
t ) = C
(g)
f (m
+
t ) : (3.22)
In principle the four-fermion operators involving the top quark (or other heavy fermions)
also give a matching contribution to the dipole operators. However, these contributions
are proportional to ln(=mf ) and thus vanish at the matching scale  = mf .
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The Weinberg operator obtains a contribution after integrating out the top
quark [34, 36]
C ~G(m
 
q ) = C ~G(m
+
q ) 
s
8
C(g)q (m
+
q ) : (3.23)
Similar matching conditions apply at the bottom and charm thresholds, i.e. q = c; b; t. In
principle, the C
(1;8) q0qqq0
quqd or C
(1;8) qq0q0q
quqd couplings generate dimension-seven operators of the
form 1mq0
qq GG after integrating out the heavier quark q0. These interactions in turn induce
the Weinberg operator after integrating out the lighter quark, q, which aects the couplings
involving two heavy quarks, i.e. Zcb;tb. Here we only take into account the contributions
from Zcb;tb to the Weinberg operator through the quark CEDMs. While both types of
contributions appear at the two-loop level, the former is suppressed by the lighter quark
mass,  mq=mq0 , while the latter is enhanced by the inverse ratio  mq0=mq.
Finally, the electron-gluon interactions are induced by one-loop diagrams involving the
semileptonic four-fermion operators
CeG(m
 
q ) = CeG(m
+
q ) +
1
24
ImC
(1) eeqq
lequ (m
+
q )
mq
;
Ce ~G(m
 
q ) = Ce ~G(m
+
q ) 
1
16
ImC
(1) eeqq
lequ (m
+
q )
mq
: (3.24)
These contributions only appear at the charm and top thresholds, such that q = c; t here.
There are some more comments in order regarding the charm quark. Ideally, one would
not integrate it out, since its mass is close to the cut-o scale of Chiral Perturbation Theory
of the order of 1 GeV, and instead use lattice QCD results to match to chiral low-energy
constants. However, since not all required matrix elements are known, we estimate most
of these contributions by integrating out the charm quark at  = mc as indicated above.
The two methods can be compared in the case of the contribution of C
(1) eecc
lequ to C
(0)
S , see
eq. (4.8), yielding the relation c  2mN=27. The value obtained in a recent lattice QCD
calculation [48] is compatible with this estimate. On the other hand, for the charm EDM
there is no sizable contribution to any of the operators discussed above after integrating
out the charm quark. Nevertheless, the nucleon EDMs are expected to be induced non-
perturbatively by the charm EDM. We therefore take this contribution into account by
explicitly including the charm tensor charge as discussed in the next section.
For the dipole and four-fermion operators the RGEs below  = mt are equivalent
to those discussed in section 3.2, while the CeG;e ~G couplings do not run under QCD.
Thus, evaluating these RGEs and the matching contributions allows us to determine the
couplings at low energies,  ' 1 GeV. The numerical results for the Wilson coecients of
relevance to EDMs are given in table 1 for the Xlq couplings, and their origins are depicted
schematically in gure 3. The pattern of Ylq couplings is essentially identical because the
RGEs are the same and the matching coecients in eqs. (3.6) and (3.10) are very similar.
The only exception are the coecients of X`t in C
()
` , which dier by almost a factor of 2,
due to dierent interference of the sizable direct matching contribution. We only show and
discuss the Xlq couplings in the following. Table 1 only includes semileptonic interactions
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Figure 3. Summary of the RGE and matching contributions induced by the R2 or S1 leptoquark
interactions (with xLR;RL ! yLL;RR for the latter) to the eective CP-odd operators at lower
energies, and nally to EDMs of various systems. WET stands for the weak eective theory below
the electroweak scale. low denotes a generic scale GeV; in principle, there are additional matching
steps at b (which is negligible in this application) and c, discussed in the text.
involving electrons, muons, and up quarks, while the interactions involving heavier quarks
and taus are integrated out.
For the leptoquark couplings involving electrons the low-energy Lagrangian is dom-
inated by C
()
e and C
(1;3)
lequ , while purely hadronic contributions are suppressed with the
electron mass and essentially negligible. The couplings of electrons to the charm and top
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quarks induce a large C
()
e . This is not surprising as the one-loop contributions to the
lepton EDMs in eq. (3.10) scale with the quark mass and do not require an insertion of the
electron mass. As far as EDMs are concerned, the only low-energy dierence between the
Xec and Xet couplings is the relative size of CeG which is signicantly larger for Xec. Never-
theless, even in this case the eect of CeG is suppressed compared to C
()
e , which will make
it dicult to disentangle the electron-charm and electron-top leptoquark interactions. On
the other hand, for Xeu the largest contribution is the CP-violating electron-quark coupling
C
(1)
lequ and this piece will dominate atomic and molecular EDMs [23].
At rst sight the couplings to muons show a similar pattern. The one-loop contribu-
tions to C
()
 , the muon EDM, are proportional to the mass of the quark running in the loop
and thus grow for heavier quarks. This means that C
()
 is orders of magnitude larger than
any other CP-odd low-energy interaction for Xc and Xt, while C
(;g)
u is more important
for Xu. However, in these cases the smallness of the CP-violating quark couplings can
be misleading, because they contribute to hadronic and nuclear EDMs whose experimental
limits are orders of magnitude stronger than the limit on the muon EDM. For example, the
limit on Xc will be still dominated by hadronic EDMs, even though C
()
 is much larger
than C ~G. For Xt the enhancement by the top mass is suciently large that the muon
EDM limit provides the strongest constraint.
For couplings to the tau, the story is similar to the muonic case. The main dierence
is that the enhancement of C
()
 with respect to C
(;q)
q is smaller because of the larger tau
mass. In addition, the experimental limit on the tau EDM is weaker than that of the
muon EDM by roughly two orders of magnitude. As such, the hadronic and nuclear EDMs
tend to dominate the experimental constraints for all tau couplings. However, taking the
hadronic uncertainties into account, the  EDM yields the strongest constraint for Xt.
Finally, the pattern of low-energy CP-odd operators for the Zqq0 couplings is very
dierent from that of the Xlq couplings, as indicated in table 2. The biggest change
with respect to Xlq and Ylq is that neither lepton EDMs nor semileptonic four-fermion
operators are generated. In general, the low-energy pattern is simple: if a and b are both
light quarks (u; d; s) then CP-odd four-quark operators are generated at tree level and
therefore in principle dominant. If one quark is light and the other heavy (c,b,t), the
dominant operators are the light-quark (chromo-)EDMs. If both quarks are heavy, the
biggest contribution is to the Weinberg operator with smaller contributions to light-quark
(chromo-)EDMs.
4 Matching to even lower energies
Apart from the muon and tau EDM operators none of the CP-violating operators in
eqs. (3.1), (3.20), and (3.21) are measured directly. Most EDM experiments involve com-
plex objects like nucleons, nuclei, atoms, and molecules. The challenge is to connect the
operators at the partonic level to the observables measured in the laboratory. To do so,
it has proven useful to rst match to an eective description in terms of the low-energy
degrees of freedom: pions, nucleons, leptons, and photons. This matching can be sys-
tematically performed by using (baryon) chiral perturbation theory (PT), the low-energy
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R2 Xeu Xec Xet Xu Xc Xt Xu Xc Xt
C
()
e 0:5 260 1  104 0 0 0 0 0 0
C
()
 0 0 0 0:002 1 61 0 0 0
C
()
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  10 4 0:07 4
C
()
u 0:02 0 0 5  4  10 9  6  10 10 70  6  10 8  1  10 8
C
(g)
u  6  10 4 0 0  0:1  1  10 7  1  10 9  2  2  10 6  2  10 8
C
()
d;s 0 0 0 0  4  10 9  6  10 10 0  6  10 8  1  10 8
C
(g)
d;s 0 0 0 0  1  10 7  1  10 9 0  2  10 6  2  10 8
C
()
c 0 4  10 5 0 0 9  10 3 0 0 0:1 0
C ~G 0 0 0 0 3  10 6 2  10 9 0 4  10 5 3  10 8
C
(1) lluu
lequ  1le 0 0  1l 0 0 0 0 0
C
(3) lluu
lequ  0:1le 0 0  0:1l 0 0 0 0 0
CeG 0  0:01  5  10 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ce ~G 0 0:02 7  10 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 1. Dependence of the low-energy CP-odd Wilson coecients in eqs. (3.1), (3.20), and (3.21)
on the Xlq couplings for mLQ = 1 TeV. All low-energy couplings were evaluated at  = 1 GeV
apart from C
()
c which was evaluated at  = mc.
S1 Zud Zus Zub Zcd Zcs Zcb Ztd Zts Ztb
C
()
u  0:07  1  52 0 0  2  10 5 0 0  6  10 4
C
(g)
u  0:5  10  380 0 0  4  10 4 0 0  3  10 3
C
()
d 0:06 0 0 31 0  2  10 5 1600 0  6  10 4
C
(g)
d  0:10 0 0  55 0  4  10 4  3000 0  3  10 3
C
()
s 0 3  10 3 0 0 2  2  10 5 0 78  6  10 4
C
(g)
s 0  5  10 3 0 0  3  4  10 4 0  150  3  10 3
C
()
c 0 0 0  1  10 4  2  10 3  8  10 2 0 0  4  10 4
C ~G 0 0 0 0 0 8  10 3 0 0 0:01
C
(1);uuqq
quqd  4qd  4qs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C
(8);uuqq
quqd 4
q
d 4
q
s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2. Dependence of the low-energy CP-odd Wilson coecients in eqs. (3.1) and (3.20) on the
Zqq0 couplings for mLQ = 1 TeV. All low-energy couplings were evaluated at  = 1 GeV apart from
C
()
c which was evaluated at  = mc.
EFT of QCD, extended to include CP violation [49]. The big advantage of PT is that
observables can be calculated in perturbation theory in an expansion in q= where q is the
typical momentum scale in the observable and  ' 1 GeV the chiral-symmetry-breaking
scale. PT makes it possible to construct the eective hadronic interactions order by order
in perturbation theory which can then be used to calculate nucleon and nuclear EDMs.
Detailed studies [11, 12, 49] show that EDMs of current experimental interest can be
calculated at leading order in terms of a handful eective CP-odd interactions. The rst
set of operators relevant at low energies are trivial and consist of the lepton EDMs, which
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are given by
LLEDM =
X
l=e;;
 dl
2
l i5 l F ; dl = eQlmlC
()
l : (4.1)
At this point the C
(3) lluu
lequ operators, relevant for the Xlu and Ylu couplings, are still present
in the EFT and can also contribute to the lepton EDMs. These contributions depend on an
unknown hadronic matrix element, but a naive-dimensional-analysis (NDA) estimate [32,
50] would predict dl  F4C
(3) lluu
lequ , potentially making this the dominant contribution [51].
Nevertheless, for ` = e the C
(1;3)
lequ operators can contribute directly to atomic EDMs which
leads to more important eects than de, while for ` = ;  the contributions to C
(;g)
u are
far more relevant. We therefore neglect any C
(3) lluu
lequ contributions in eq. (4.1).
The remaining relevant leading-order operators contain hadrons and are given by3
L = g0 N  N + g1 N3N   2 N( d0 + d13)SN vF
 GFp
2

ei5e N

C
(0)
S + 3C
(1)
S

N + ee
@
mN
h
N

C
(0)
P + 3C
(1)
P

SN
i
 4 ee N

C
(0)
T + 3C
(1)
T

vSN

+ : : : ; (4.2)
in terms of the Pauli matrices  , the electron eld e, the pion triplet , the non-relativistic
nucleon doublet N = (p n)T and its mass mN , the velocity v
, and the spin S (v = (1;0)
and S = (0; =2) in the nucleon rest frame). The dots denote additional interactions that
in principle appear at leading order, such as CP-odd nucleon-nucleon interactions, but
were found to lead to small contributions in explicit calculations on light nuclei [52, 53].
The coupling constants, usually called low-energy constants (LECs), g0;1, d0;3, and C
(0;1)
S;P;T
cannot be obtained from symmetry arguments alone and need to be tted to data or
obtained in a non-perturbative calculation, for instance via lattice QCD methods.
We begin with discussing the CP-odd pion-nucleon LECs g0;1. These interactions
involve non-derivative pion couplings and are only eectively induced by CP-odd sources
that violate chiral symmetry, which, in the leptoquark context are the quark chromo-
EDMs and the four-quark operators involving strangeness (the four-quark interactions
without strange quarks are chirally invariant, while quark EDM operators do violate chiral
symmetry but contain an explicit photon which needs to be integrated out to induce g0;1,
such that the resulting contributions are suppressed by em=). The exact sizes of g0;1 are
not well known but a QCD sum rules calculation gives [54]
g0 = (5 10)(mu ~C(u)g +md ~C(d)g ) fm 1 +
2
4
Im

C
(1) assu
quqd V

ua

+
2
4
Im

C
(8) assu
quqd V

ua

;
g1 = (20
+40
 10)(mu ~C
(u)
g  md ~C(d)g ) fm 1 +
2
4
Im

C
(1) assu
quqd V

ua

+
2
4
Im

C
(8) assu
quqd V

ua

(4.3)
3We have written the interactions in terms of non-relativistic heavy-nucleon elds, appropriate
for hadronic and nuclear studies of CP violation. The pseudoscalar and tensor semileptonic CP-
violating interactions often appear in the literature as L =  GFp
2
n
ee 	N

C
(0)
P + 3C
(1)
P

i5	N +
ee 	N

C
(0)
T + 3C
(1)
T

i5	N
o
in terms of relativistic nucleon elds 	N .
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where we used NDA estimates for the four-quark contributions, to which we assign a 90%
uncertainty, i.e. we use 2=(4)(1  0:9).4 Contributions from the strange CEDM are
suppressed by the small - mixing angle [56], while those from the Weinberg operator and
C
(1;8)
quqd appear at next-to-next-to-leading order in the chiral expansion [49].
We now turn to the EDMs of the neutron, dn = d0   d1, and proton, dp = d0 + d1,
which are induced by quark (color-)EDMs, the four-quark interactions, and the Weinberg
operator. Because of the many contributions the expressions are lengthy,
dn = g
u
T d
e
u + g
d
T dd + g
s
T ds + g
c
T dc
 (0:55 0:28) e ~du   (1:1 0:55) e ~dd  (50 40) MeV e gsC ~G
(11 10) MeV e Im

C
(1) addu
quqd V

ua

 (11 10) MeV e Im

C
(8) addu
quqd V

ua

(11 10) MeV e Im

C
(1) assu
quqd V

ua

 (11 10) MeV e Im

C
(8) assu
quqd V

ua

;
dp = g
d
T d
e
u + g
u
T dd + g
s
T ds + g
c
T dc
+(1:30 0:65) e ~du + (0:60 0:30) e ~dd  (50 40) MeV e gsC ~G
(11 10) MeV e Im

C
(1) addu
quqd V

ua

 (11 10) MeV e Im

C
(8) addu
quqd V

ua

(11 10) MeV e Im

C
(1) assu
quqd V

ua

 (11 10) MeV e Im

C
(8) assu
quqd V

ua

; (4.4)
where all coecients should be evaluated at  =  = 1 GeV apart from the explicit charm
contribution, where  = 2 GeV, and
deu = du() + e
X
l=e;
Qlml
16
(4)2
C
(3) lluu
lequ () ln(=ml) ; (4.5)
where the second term arises from one loop diagrams involving the semileptonic operators,
C
(3)
lequ, which eectively induce the up-quark EDM.
5
The contributions from the rst-generation quark EDMs to dn;p are known to O(5%)
from lattice calculations [57{61], while the strange contribution is smaller and has a larger
relative uncertainty. At  = 1 GeV we have,
guT =  0:213 0:011 ; gdT = 0:820 0:029 ; gsT =  0:0028 0:0017 : (4.6)
The charm contribution is even smaller and its value consistent with zero so far [48]
gcT =  0:0027 0:0028 ( = mc) : (4.7)
Since this contribution yields potentially the strongest limits on two of the phenomenolog-
ically important leptoquark couplings (see section 5), an improved estimate of this matrix
element would be very welcome. The central value of the charm tensor charge is presently
4It should be mentioned that part of the contribution to g0;1 can be extracted from lattice calculations
for dierent operators with a similar chiral structure  uLuR sLsR [55]. In this case these contributions
exceed the NDA expectation by roughly an order of magnitude.
5The four-quark operators involving light quarks in principle give rise to similar contributions to the
`eective' quark (C)EDMs. However, in these cases we simply absorb these terms into the sizable theoretical
uncertainties of the matrix elements in the last lines of eqs. (4.5).
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comparable to the strange tensor charge which is surprising and we expect the actual ma-
trix element to be smaller. In what follows below we will present two types of limits on
leptoquark interactions based on dierent ways of handling the theoretical uncertainty in
the matrix element. In the `Central' strategy we typically take the central value of the
matrix elements as given in this section. For the charm tensor charge, however, we use
gcT ! (ms=mc)gsT ' 0:08 gsT '  2:2  10 4 for the central value to account for the expected
relative suppression of charm contributions to the nucleon EDMs.
The contributions from the up and down quark CEDMs have been estimated using
QCD sum-rule calculations [62{65]. The contributions from the strange CEDM are usu-
ally considered to vanish, once a Peccei-Quinn mechanism is used to solve the strong CP
problem [62], but this has not been fully resolved [66]. Contributions from the Wein-
berg operator appear with large uncertainties, O(100%), based on a combination of QCD
sum-rules [67] and naive-dimensional-analysis, Lattice-QCD calculations are in progress
to reduce the uncertainties [68{70]. Very little is known about the contributions of the
four-quark operators and we use the NDA estimate dn;p = O(=(4)2) ImC(1;8)quqd with an
O(100%) uncertainty [49].
Finally, we discuss the electron-nucleon interactions that are induced by C
(1;3)
lequ
and CeG;e ~G:
C
(0)
S = v
2

N
mu +md
ImC
(1) eeuu
lequ +
16
9
(mN   N   s)CeG

;
C
(1)
S = v
2 1
2
mN
md  mu ImC
(1) eeuu
lequ ;
C
(0)
P =  8v2(u + d)mNCe ~G ;
C
(1)
P = v
2 gAmN
mu +md
ImC
(1)
lequ   8v2gAmN
md  mu
mu +md
Ce ~G ;
C
(0)
T = v
2(gdT + g
u
T )ImC
(3) eeuu
lequ ;
C
(1)
T = v
2(gdT   guT )ImC(3) eeuulequ : (4.8)
The hadronic matrix elements needed for the contributions to C
(0;1)
S are the scalar charges
of the nucleons, which are related to the nucleon sigma terms, N;s, and the strong part
of the nucleon mass splitting, mN = (mn   mp)QCD. Instead, the contributions to the
C
(0;1)
T interactions depend on the nucleon tensor charges, g
u;d
T . Finally, the contributions
to C
(0;1)
P depend on the isoscalar and isovector axial charges, u + d and gA = u  d,
respectively.6 The relevant hadronic input for the axial charges [71], N [72], s [73] and
mN [74, 75] can be summarized as
N = (59:1 3:5) MeV ; s = (41:1+11:3 10:0) MeV ; mN = (2:32 0:17) MeV ;
gA = 1:27 0:002 ; u = 0:842 0:012 ; d =  0:427 0:013 : (4.9)
Recent lattice-QCD calculations typically nd smaller values for N [76{78].
6The contribution of C
(1)
lequ to C
(1)
P in eq. (4.8) arises through the exchange of a pion, the so-called pion
pole, where we have approximated m2=(q
2  m2) '  1. To obtain the contributions from Ce ~G we used an
U(1)A rotation to rewrite G ~G
 in terms of @q
5q and qi5q. The hadronization of these terms then
leads to the appearance of the axial charges.
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Of the hadronic CP-odd interactions in eq. (4.2) only the neutron EDM is measured
directly. The proton EDM could potentially be probed directly in a future electromag-
netic storage ring [79]. Connecting most of the interactions in eq. (4.2) to actual EDM
measurements therefore requires one further step.
4.1 Contributions to nuclear, atomic, and molecular EDMs
Currently, the strongest experimental limit is set on the EDM of the 199Hg atom. This
is a diamagnetic system and therefore no large enhancement factors mitigate the Schi
screening by the electron cloud [80]. The main contributions are hence expected from
the nuclear Schi moment and semileptonic interactions. The g0;1 contributions entering
the expression for the Schi moment require complicated many-body calculations which
at present cannot be performed with good theoretical control [11, 81{84], leading to large
nuclear uncertainties. For the (semi-)leptonic contributions the calculations are under much
better control, see refs. [12, 85{88] for recent results.
Collecting all the dierent contributions, we obtain [11, 12, 81, 84{91]
dHg =  (2:1 0:5)  10 4

(1:9 0:1)dn + (0:20 0:06)dp
+

0:13+0:5 0:07 g0 + 0:25
+0:89
 0:63 g1

e fm

+(0:012 0:012)de  

(0:028 0:006)CS
 1
3
(3:6 0:4)

CT +
Z
5mNR
CP

 10 20 e cm ; (4.10)
where CS;P and CT are eective scalar and tensor couplings. The eective scalar coupling
depends on the numbers of protons (Z) and neutrons (N), CS = C
(0)
S +
Z N
Z+NC
(1)
S . While
this renders CS in principle system-dependent, it turns out that the variation for the
heavy systems under consideration is negligible and hence the same coecient can be
used for Hg and all paramagnetic systems discussed below [92, 93]. The same is not
true for the pseudoscalar and tensor matrix elements: they are related [84] and we have
CP;T = (C
(n)
P;T hni + C(p)P;T hpi)=(hni + hpi), with C(n;p)P;T = C(0)P;T  C(1)P;T . For 199Hg we
have [94]
hni =  0:3249 0:0515 ; hpi = 0:0031 0:0118 ; (4.11)
so that CP;T ' C(0)P;T C(1)P;T [93]. R ' 1:2A1=3 fm is the nuclear radius in terms of A = Z+N .
The number of terms in eq. (4.10) shows the necessity to measure the EDMs of as
many dierent diamagnetic systems as possible in order to disentangle the various con-
tributions. At present no other EDM measurement of a diamagnetic system comes close
to the precision of the 199Hg measurement. However, experimental eorts are ongoing to
measure for instance the EDMs of 129Xe [95{98], the diamagnetic molecule TlF [99, 100],
and 225Ra (to improve the recent results in refs. [101, 102]), each aiming at improving
existing limits by several orders of magnitude. These measurements are essential to obtain
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model-independent information from diamagnetic systems, even if a given measurement
might not give the best limit on an individual coupling.
We include 225Ra exemplarily for these new eorts, whose EDM limit [102] is currently
about six orders of magnitude weaker than the 199Hg limit. Nevertheless, this is an inter-
esting system because of the octopole deformation of its nucleus which greatly enhances
the contribution from the CP-odd pion-nucleon couplings. Neglecting all other (smaller)
contributions we write [11, 103]7
dRa = ( 7:7 0:8)  10 4  [( 2:5 7:6) g0 + (63 38) g1] e fm : (4.12)
Despite the large nuclear coecients, the current limit is not competitive. Ongoing eorts
aim to reach a sensitivity dRa < 10
 27 e cm.
The EDM in heavy paramagnetic systems is characterized by large enhancement factors
for the electron EDM and the scalar electron-nucleon coupling CS . The best available limit
from an atom stems from Thallium, whose EDM can be expressed as [105, 106]
dTl = ( 573 20)de   (700 35)  10 20 e cmCS : (4.13)
Currently, measurements of molecular systems give rise to the most stringent constraints on
the electron EDM and electron-nucleon couplings, due to the huge eective inner-molecular
electric eld. We use [107{112]
!YbF = ( 19:6 1:5)(mrad=s)

de
10 27 e cm

  (17:6 2:0)(mrad=s)

CS
10 7

; (4.14)
!HfF = (34:9 1:4)(mrad=s)

de
10 27 e cm

+ (32:0 1:3)(mrad=s)

CS
10 7

; (4.15)
!ThO = (120:6 4:9)(mrad=s)

de
10 27 e cm

+ (181:6 7:3)(mrad=s)

CS
10 7

: (4.16)
CS is dened below eq. (4.10); in that expression Z and N of the heaviest atom of the
molecule should be used, yielding an approximately universal coecient. There are various
experimental eorts underway, as an illustration we use an expected improved limit on ThO.
So far no experimental limits have been set on the EDMs of nuclei although advanced
proposals exist to measure the EDMs of light nuclei in electromagnetic storage rings [113].
In this work we consider the impact of a direct measurement of the deuteron EDM which
can be accurately expressed [53, 114] in terms of the interactions in eq. (4.2):
dD = (0:94 0:01)(dn + dp) +

(0:18 0:02) g1

e fm : (4.17)
7The neglected contributions are not expected to exhibit the octupole enhancement, as can be seen for
semileptonic contributions explicitly, see ref. [104] and references therein for recent calculations. The limits
on such contributions arising from present or even presently projected measurements are hence not expected
to be competitive with those obtained from mercury.
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Particles; hadrons; and atoms (e cm) Molecules (mrad=s)
d d dn dHg dTl !YbF !HfF !ThO
1:5  10 19 3:4  10 17 3:0  10 26 6:3  10 30 9:4  10 25 23:5 4:6 1:3
Table 3. Current experimental limits (at 90% C.L.) from measurements on the muon [115], tau [14],
neutron [116, 117], 199Hg [118, 119], Tl [120], YbF [121, 122], HfF [123], and ThO [124{126].
Particles; hadrons; nuclei; and atoms (e cm) Molecules (mrad=s)
d d dn dp;D dRa !ThO
current 1:5  10 19 3:4  10 17 3:0  10 26   1:2  10 23 1:3
expected 1:0  10 21 6  10 19 1:0  10 28 1:0  10 29 1:0  10 27 0:1
Table 4. Expected sensitivities of several promising future EDM experiments, see
refs. [13, 127{129].
5 Constraints on leptoquark interactions
We now discuss the limits that can be set on the various CP-violating combinations of
leptoquark couplings dened in eq. (3.8), using the current and projected experimental
EDM limits in tables 3 and 4. Here we also consider the proton, deuteron and radium
EDMs, for which current limits do not play a role, but prospected sensitivities would lead
to impressive improvements. We dene a 2 function in the standard way
2i =
Othi  Oexpi
i
2
; (5.1)
where Oexpi stands for the experimentally measured value of a particular EDM (these
measurements are all null-measurements at present), Othi is the theoretical expression given
above, and i is the experimental uncertainty. In addition, we have to decide how to
handle the theoretical uncertainties in the hadronic, nuclear, and atomic matrix elements
that connect the EDM limits to the fundamental CP-violating couplings. In several cases,
these matrix elements have large uncertainties. For instance, the coecients linking the
199Hg EDM to the CP-odd pion-nucleon couplings span a large range that sometimes even
includes zero. In order to understand the role of these theoretical uncertainties, we adopt
to two very dierent strategies:
 Central: this is the \optimistic" strategy where all theoretical uncertainties are ne-
glected and we simply take the central values of all hadronic, nuclear, and atomic
matrix elements. Its purpose is twofold: it shows the general sensitivity of the ob-
servable in question to a specic source and also illustrates what could be achieved
with present data for future improved theory calculations of the matrix elements.
This strategy correspondingly leads to rather strong constraints.
 R-t: this is the \pessimistic" strategy, where we vary all matrix elements within their
allowed theoretical ranges discussed in section 4. This procedure allows for all possible
cancellations between contributions depending on dierent matrix elements and gives
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(X=Y )ab u c t
e CS;P;(T ) de de
 d
(a)
n;(p); g0;1 d
(b)
n;(p) d
 d
(a)
n;(p); g0;1 d
(b)
n;(p) d ; d
(c)
n;(p)
Table 5. Dominant contributions at the hadronic level for each combination of lepton and quark
in the R2 and semileptonic S1 scenarios. Note that all of the presently available observable classes
give relevant constraints for at least one possible coupling. d
(a)
n denotes a contribution from the
neutron EDM that stems from deu (and partly
~du), d
(b)
n denotes a contribution via charm quark
EDM (or the Weinberg operator if the corresponding coecient should turn out to be much smaller
than its present central value) and d
(c)
n denotes a contribution from the Weinberg operator. g0;1 are
completely dominated by ~du where they are relevant. Brackets indicate a contribution generically
smaller than the dominant one(s), but only within a factor of 10. Where several entries are listed,
their hierarchy might depend on the values of the corresponding hadronic matrix elements.
the maximally conservative limit on the leptoquark couplings. Only with this strategy
models can be reliably ruled out based on the available information. Given the large
uncertainties in the matrix elements, their precise treatment is consequential. While
some of the theoretical parameters can be argued to have a Gaussian distribution,
for example the lattice values we use, and can hence be treated as Gaussian nuisance
parameters, this is certainly not true for others: specically, several of the ranges
above are obtained from the spread of dierent available calculations. The idea here
is simply to cover the full possible range for the parameter, but there is no \most
likely" value for it within this range. For these cases, we therefore assume these
parameters to lie within the specied range where they do not contribute to the 2
and minimize the total 2 under that assumption. This procedure is called Range-t
(R-t) and was introduced in ref. [130].
In case of hadronic and diamagnetic EDMs the two strategies can lead to very dierent
constraints, and the true constraints are expected to lie in between these two extremes. It
should be stressed that relatively modest improvement on the theoretical precision of the
matrix elements would essentially align the constraints obtained with the two strategies.
Ref. [131] showed that theoretical control at the 50% level would cause the \Central" and
\R-t" constraints to agree within a factor of two to three.
It turns out that in many cases one particular EDM measurement dominates the
constraint. In order to illustrate which EDMs are sensitive to which leptoquark interactions,
we rst give constraints for the individual EDM measurements assuming that a single CP-
violating source dominates at the high-energy scale. In order to make the resulting limits
more transparent, in table 5 the dominant source on the hadronic level for each coupling
is given. We will later discuss more global scenarios.
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Cent: Xeu Xec Xet Xu Xc Xt Xu Xc Xt
d         60 1      
d                 300
dn 0:1 200 ( )   8  10 4 1 (6)   7  10 5 7  10 2 (0:3) 400
dHg 1  10 8 2  10 7 4  10 9 4  10 4 0:5 (3)   3  10 5 3  10 2 (0:2) 200
dTl 3  10 7 6  10 7 1  10 8            
YbF 3  10 7 5  10 7 1  10 8            
HfF 3  10 8 5  10 8 1  10 9            
ThO 2  10 9 4  10 9 9  10 11            
dp; fut 8  10 6 5  10 2 (0:4) 500 6  10 8 3  10 4 (2  10 3) 2 5  10 9 2  10 5 (1  10 4) 0:1
dD; fut 1  10 5 3  10 2 (90)   1  10 7 2  10 4 (0:4) 30 1  10 8 1  10 5 (3  10 2) 2
dRa; fut 4  10 2     2  10 4 200   1  10 5 10 800
Table 6. Limits on the R2 couplings Xlq  m2LQXlq from dierent EDM measurements. We took
mLQ = 1 TeV and assumed the central values for all matrix elements. Given the uncertain nature
of the charm tensor charge we also show the limits obtained with gcT ! 0 in brackets, whenever
this has an impact. The last three rows show the expected limits from future experiments.
5.1 Constraints on individual leptoquark interactions
The limits on the combinations Xlq (limits on Ylq are similar and therefore not shown) are
collected in tables 6 and 7 for the Central and R-t strategies, respectively. Limits on Zqq0
are shown in tables 8 and 9. Here, we have assumed mLQ = 1 TeV, and give constraints
on the dimensionless combinations Xlq  m2LQXlq and Zqq0  m2LQZqq0 . Increasing or
decreasing m2LQ will roughly decrease or increase the limits by the same amount modulo
O(1) RGE factors due to the slightly dierent evolution from m2LQ to the electroweak scale.
In principle, we can turn the strategy around and set a lower bound on the mass of mLQ
by assuming that the dimensionless couplings Xlq and Zqq0 are numbers of O(1). We show
the limits on the leptoquark scale obtained in this way in gures 4 and 5. We stress,
however, that these gures mainly serve as a way to visualize the constraints, as the limits
on  cannot generally be interpreted as limits on mLQ. In fact, naturalness considerations
suggest that the dimensionless couplings, Xlq, Ylq, and Zud, can be very small [22]. Similar
small dimensionless couplings appear in models where a version of minimal avor violation
is assumed [132].
In all tables we have removed limits that are much larger than f Xlq; Zqq0g > (4)2.
Such bounds cannot be trusted since they would indicate large (non-perturbative) dimen-
sionless couplings or mLQ  1 TeV (at which point the EFT would break down). In some
cases, we nevertheless provide naive limits to see by how much the EDM must improve to set
relevant constraints. We also provide constraints from potential future proton, deuteron,
and radium EDM measurements using the sensitivities in table 4. The impact of improved
limits from the other EDMs can be obtained by rescaling the entries in the tables.
We start with by discussing constraints on the Xlq combinations. For the couplings
involving electrons, Xeq, the relevant low-energy operators are the electron EDM and CP-
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R-t Xeu Xec Xet Xu Xc Xt Xu Xc Xt
d         60 1      
d                 300
dn 0:1     9  10 4     7  10 5    
dHg 1  10 8                
dTl 3  10 7 6  10 7 1  10 8            
YbF 4  10 7 5  10 7 1  10 8            
HfF 3  10 8 5  10 8 1  10 9            
ThO 2  10 9 4  10 9 9  10 11            
dp; fut 9  10 6     7  10 8   20 6  10 9   1
dD; fut 2  10 5     4  10 7          
dRa; fut 0:5     2  10 3     1  10 4 300  
Table 7. Limits on the R2 couplings Xlq  m2LQXlq from dierent EDM measurements. We
took mLQ = 1 TeV and varied the matrix elements within their allowed ranges to get conservative
constraints.
odd electron-nucleon interactions, only. These are probed eciently by the paramagnetic
systems and, because of its impressive experimental limit, also by the Hg EDM. For the
Xeu couplings the electron-nucleon interactions are induced at tree-level and are dominant.
As a result, the ThO experiment limits Xeu at the 10
 9 level in agreement with the analysis
of ref. [23]. The Hg constraint is not too far from the ThO one; interestingly the limit stems
from the combination of CS and CP while the contribution from CT is about an order of
magnitude smaller. This result is surprising at rst, since the atomic coecient of CT is
two orders of magnitude larger than the one of CS and CP is in many cases completely
neglected. This goes to show again that only the combination of the various hierarchies
allows to judge the relevance of a given contribution.
For Xec and Xet the limits are dominated by the one-loop contributions to the electron
EDM, which receives a relative mc;t=me enhancement compared to the other loop contri-
butions, leading to constraints at the 10 9; 10 level for these couplings as well. For the
Central strategy, the limits from Hg are only a factor of ve weaker.
Moving to the R-t limits, we see that for the paramagnetic systems the limits on
Xeq are barely aected. This is not surprising as the theoretical control over the atomic
matrix elements is very good. Experimental progress in paramagnetic systems will therefore
directly translate into stronger bounds on the respective couplings. The Hg constraints are
signicantly aected for the Xec and Xet couplings, because the contribution from the
electron EDM is poorly understood, see eq. (4.10). Work is in progress to improve the
associated atomic theory [133]. Once this is achieved, progress in Hg will improve the
bounds for all three couplings as well for both strategies.
Turning to the muonic couplings, Xq, the picture changes drastically. The para-
magnetic systems play no role as no signicant contributions to the electron EDM or
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Figure 4. The gure summarizes the most stringent constraints on the scale of R2 and S1 lepto-
quarks, assuming Xlq = 1=
2 and Ylq = 1=
2, in the left and right panels, respectively. The dashed
bars show the constraints obtained using the `central' strategy while the solid bars indicate those
obtained in the `R-t' approach. The limit on the scale for the Xt and Yt couplings are weaker
than the range of  shown in the panels.
electron-nucleon couplings are induced. On the other hand the muon mass is still too small
to induce large hadronic couplings. For the Xu coupling sizable contributions to up-quark
EDM and chromo-EDM are generated and these dominate the neutron and Hg EDMs. The
resulting limits are at the 10 3; 4 level.
For the Xc the situation is rather complicated: a sizable muon EDM is induced,
but since its experimental limit is relatively weak, so is the resulting constraint on the
coupling. There are two-loop contributions to the Weinberg operator that are suppressed
by the muon mass but still contribute sizably to the neutron and Hg EDMs. The resulting
limits are at the O(1) level and given in brackets. Finally, there is a sizable contribution
to the charm EDM, contributing to the nucleon EDMs, which we treat as described above,
yielding a stronger constraint for the Central strategy.
In case of Xt, the Weinberg contributions are suppressed by 1=mt and negligible at
present, while at the same time the contribution to the muon EDM gets enhanced due to
the large top mass. The current muon EDM limit then constrains Xt . O(1).
The uncertainties for Hg are large enough to completely remove the constraints in the
R-t approach, showing the importance of improved calculations. For the up coupling, the
limit from the neutron EDM is only slightly weakened. The Weinberg contribution from
Xc worsens by a factor of ve, while the contribution via the charm EDM is allowed to
vanish, but can at the same time cancel the Weinberg contribution, leaving no limit in
the R-t case. As the muon EDM limit is not aected by theoretical uncertainties, its
constraints do not change in the R-t approach.
The limits on Xu;c will be improved by future experiments on hadronic systems;
for instance dp and/or dD can potentially improve them by several orders of magnitude.
These experimental developments should be matched by improved determinations of the
corresponding matrix elements, especially for the charm EDM contribution. For Xt, the
strength of the muon EDM will not be matched even by dp;D; hadronic uncertainties are not
an issue here, so experimental progress will immediately translate into improved knowledge
of this coupling.
For the couplings to the  the pattern is similar to the muon case. Xu leads to large
up-quark (chromo-)EDMs, while Xc and Xt both induce the Weinberg operator, together
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Cent: Zud Zus Zub Zcd Zcs Zcb Ztd Zts Ztb
dn 3  10 4 9  10 5 3  10 6 5  10 6 9  10 3 2  10 3 1  10 7 2  10 4 9  10 4
dHg 4  10 4 3  10 5 3  10 7 8  10 7 4  10 3 1  10 3 2  10 8 9  10 5 5  10 4
dp; fut 9  10 8 1  10 8 4  10 10 3  10 9 4  10 6 6  10 7 5  10 11 7  10 8 3  10 7
dD; fut 2  10 7 6  10 9 1  10 10 4  10 10 2  10 6 1  10 5 (1  10 4) 8  10 12 3  10 8 1  10 5
dRa; fut 8  10 5 3  10 6 5  10 8 2  10 7 2 5  10 2 3  10 9   5  10 3
Table 8. Limits on the S1 di-quark couplings Zqq0  m2LQZqq0 for mLQ = 1 TeV using central
values for all matrix elements. The limits in brackets denote constraints obtained with gcT ! 0.
with the charm EDM in the former and the  EDM in the latter case. The best limits
in the Central approach presently come from the Hg and neutron EDM, with the  EDM
being competitive for the coupling to the top, but all existing limits are rather weak.
In the R-t approach the limit on Xu from the neutron EDM is mostly unaected,
while cancellations become possible for Xc;t, again highlighting the importance of improved
matrix element determinations. The  EDM presently remains as the only and hence best
limit onXt, although the constraint is too weak to be of signicance.
Importantly, the  EDM could be improved already with existing data, since the exist-
ing bound stems from only  30 fm 1 of Belle data. Belle II could then improve the  -EDM
by one to two orders of magnitude [127, 128] which would provide a constraint at the O(1)
level. The Xu;c couplings can be improved with future experiments on hadronic systems,
with future storage-ring experiments on dp and dD potentially providing constraints at the
percent level.
To summarize our results for semileptonic leptoquark couplings, the constraints on
the electron couplings are, not surprisingly, by far the strongest and are dominated by
paramagnetic systems. For the couplings to heavier leptons, the up-quark interactions
are well constrained by the neutron EDM both in the Central and R-t approach. The
couplings to the charm are still reasonably well constrained in the Central strategy, but
the hadronic and nuclear uncertainties are signicant, as can be seen from R-t limits. For
the couplings Xt and Xt the current muon and  EDM limits are not strong enough
yet to set signicant constraints, but this is expected to change in the near future. We
note that the Hg EDM would provide a great all-in-one system if hadronic, nuclear, and
atomic theory could be improved, as it provides strong Central constraints on almost all
leptoquark couplings. It is interesting that the Xlq interactions provide a rich enough
structure that essentially all dierent classes of EDM experiments play a role. Ongoing
experimental eorts aim at improving the sensitivity by at least one order of magnitude for
all couplings involved; notably, achieving the challenging goals of the proton- and deuteron-
EDM experiments would improve the sensitivity for some of the couplings involving heavier
leptons by several orders of magnitude.
Finally, we discuss the Zqq0 limits given in tables 8 and 9. As these couplings only
induce hadronic EDMs, they are at present all dominated by either dn or dHg. Couplings
involving one light quark induce large contributions to up and down chromo-EDMs and
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R-t Zud Zus Zub Zcd Zcs Zcb Ztd Zts Ztb
dn     5  10 6 1  10 5 6  10 2   2  10 7 5  10 4 5  10 3
dHg                  
dp; fut     7  10 10 7  10 9 2  10 5   1  10 10 2  10 7 2  10 6
dD; fut     4  10 10 1  10 9 6  10 6   3  10 11 9  10 8  
dRa; fut     8  10 7 1  10 6 70 2 3  10 8   0:2
Table 9. Limits on the S1 di-quark couplings Zqq0  m2LQZqq0 for mLQ = 1 TeV. We varied the
matrix elements within their allowed ranges.
ud us ub cd cs cb td ts tb
101
102
103
104
58
200
1;800
1;100
15
32
8;100
100
43

(T
eV
)
Zud
Figure 5. The gure summarizes the most stringent constraints on the scale of the S1 leptoquark,
assuming Zud = 1=
2. The dashed bars show the constraints obtained using the `central' strategy
while the solid lines indicate those obtained in the `R-t' approach.
are dominated by dHg, because of the pion-exchange contributions to the atomic EDM.
Similarly large contributions to g0;1 are expected from the four-quark operators induced by
Zus. However, this is eect is mitigated by the fact that C
(1)
quqd ' C(8)quqd at  = 1 GeV, see
table 2, leading to partial cancellations even in the Central approach. The other couplings
mainly induce the Weinberg operator (Zcb;tb), the strange (C)EDMs (Zts;cs), or the four-
quark operator (Zud. None of these contributions generate an enhanced g0;1, so that the
bounds from dn and dHg on these couplings are comparable. In addition, Zcd;cs;cb induce the
charm EDM, which has a far smaller impact than was the case for the Xlq and Ylq couplings.
The eect is only visible for the potential future constraint on Zcb from dD, which is due
to the fact that contributions via the Weinberg operator cancels in this system.
In the R-t approach, the limits soften signicantly. For the Zud;us the bounds essen-
tially disappear because the matrix element of the CP-odd four-quark operators are poorly
understood. All other couplings are still signicantly constrained by dn.
Future experiments with the neutron, light nuclei and diamagnetic systems can improve
the limits signicantly. We note that in our projections Zcs, Zcb, Zts and Ztb are barely
limited by dRa. To a large extent this can be explained by our theoretical ignorance. These
couplings mainly induce nucleon EDMs, which do not appear in eq. (4.12) because their
contributions to the Ra EDM are expected to be small with respect to the pion-exchange
terms. The dRa limits in tables 8 and 9 are therefore not reliable for couplings where g0
and g1 are not induced.
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Figure 6. 90% C.L. constraints from various EDM experiments assuming only the Xeu and Xec
couplings are present. The dark ellipse is the combined allowed region. The gray dashed band
illustrates the allowed region when we also allow for a nonzero Xet coupling.
5.2 Interplay of couplings
The above analysis of EDM constraints was based on the assumption that a single combi-
nation of leptoquark interactions is dominant at the high-energy scale. This scenario, while
easy to analyze, is not very realistic. In fact, in most models of leptoquarks, interactions
among dierent quarks and leptons are generated and possibly related by a avor symmetry.
It is therefore interesting to study the complementarity of dierent EDM measurements by
studying scenarios in which multiple CP-odd couplings are generated. Ideally, we would
perform a global analysis where all possible CP-odd combinations for each leptoquark rep-
resentation are considered simultaneously. Without additional input on CP violation from
non-EDM measurements, such a t would not lead to any constraints as there are more
couplings than independent EDM measurements. We therefore limit ourselves to more con-
strained scenarios where only a few couplings are turned on simultaneously. The discussion
of a more specic model motivated by the B anomalies is deferred to the next subsection.
In the following, we will consider central values of the matrix elements and thus neglect
the associated uncertainties.
We begin by analyzing scenarios involving electron couplings XeU with U = fu; c; tg.
Table 6 shows that constraints on these couplings are individually dominated by the ThO
measurement, while limits from HfF and Hg are slightly weaker. Figure 6 shows the region
in the Xeu- Xec plane that is allowed by the dierent EDM experiments. The ThO and HfF
constraints illustrate the fact that paramagnetic systems constrain similar combinations
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Figure 7. Left panel: current constraints from various EDM experiments assuming only the
Xu and Xc couplings are present. Solid (dashed) lines indicate the constraints for g
c
T = 0
(gcT =
ms
mc
gsT ). Right panel: constraints using the expected sensitivities of prospected neutron,
proton, and deuteron EDM experiments using gcT = 0.
of de  Xec;t and CS  Xeu, see [88, 92, 134, 135] for detailed discussions. As such, the
allowed regions for these two experiments overlap to a large extent. On the other hand,
dHg is sensitive to a dierent combination of de and CS , and thus provides a complimentary
constraint [88, 92], leading to stringent limits on both Xeu and Xec.
Since the semileptonic CP-odd operators are all dominated by Xeu, only de is available
to constrain both Xec;t. It is therefore not possible to obtain constraints on these two
couplings individually. The linear combination that is constrained is in principle Xec +
mt=mc Xet, however, this is changed by renormalization group eects to XeQ  Xec +
4:4mt=mc Xet at  1 GeV. In the presence of all three coecients, the plot remains identical
with the replacement Xec ! XeQ. We see no immediate way for future EDM experiments
to break this Xec- Xet degeneracy.
We can perform a similar analysis for the muonic couplings XU with U = fu; c; tg.
The couplings Xu and Xc are mainly constrained by the neutron and Hg EDMs. These
EDMs depend on very similar linear combinations of Xu and Xc, owing to the fact that
the nucleon EDMs enter the Mercury constraint via the Schi moment. This degeneracy
is in principle broken by the contribution from g1 in Hg, but only weakly. Consequently,
an approximate free direction emerges as depicted in the left panel of gure 7, showing the
constraints from dn and dHg both for g
c
T =
ms
mc
gsT and g
c
T = 0. This approximate degeneracy
could be resolved with future experiments involving protons and/or deuterons which would
improve the current limits by several orders of magnitude, and could distinguish between
the two couplings, as can be seen in the right panel of gure 7. Note that the dependence
of dD on only Xu apparent in this gure is an artefact of using only the central values for
the Weinberg matrix elements, which are equal in magnitude and have opposite signs. This
cancellation does not take place when taking a nonzero value for the charm tensor charge
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Figure 8. Left panel: constraints from various EDM experiments in the Xc- Xt plane. The dark
ellipse is the combined allowed region. Solid (dashed) lines indicate the constraints for gcT = 0
(gcT =
ms
mc
gsT ). Right panel: constraints using expected sensitivities on neutron, proton, deuteron,
and  EDM experiments using gcT = 0.
into account. This would also aect the slopes of the dn;p exclusion bands in the right panel;
however, the complementarity of the dierent systems remains intact in this scenario.
For the tau couplings, XU with U = fu; c; tg, the Xu- Xc plots look very similar to
the Xu- Xc plots in gure 7. We therefore show contours in the Xc- Xt plane in gure 8.
The neutron and Hg EDMs allow for a free direction for the same reason as above, which,
in principle, is removed by the current limit on the  EDM. However, this still allows for
large O(102) values of Xt, and our analysis is not reliable for such large couplings. Future
improvements would remedy this situation as shown in the right panel. In principle, the
strongest constraints would arise from the storage ring experiments involving protons and
deuterons. However, even in absence of these experiments, which are still on the drawing
board, relevant constraints could be set by expected improvements on dn and, interestingly,
by future measurements of d at Belle-II. A potential signicant value for g
c
T 6= 0 again has
a large impact. For example, taking gcT =
ms
mc
gsT strengthens the constraints of hadronic
EDMs (especially for the deuteron) and changes the combinations of Xt and Xc they are
sensitive to.
It is worthwhile to consider a scenario with only top couplings. In this case, the Xet
coupling is strongly constrained by the ThO experiment, while the Xt coupling is, at the
moment and in the foreseeable future, only constrained by the limit on d. On the other
hand, Xt is constrained by dHg; d and dn, but only very weakly, and in the future by dn,
d , dp and/or dD, as can be seen from gure 9. As a result, all the top couplings can in
principle be constrained simultaneously.
A similar top scenario can be studied for the Zqq0 couplings. In gure 10 we show the
Ztd- Zts plane. At present, only two EDMs are relevant, which are sucient to constrain
both couplings. The purple band, however, shows that once we also turn on Ztb a free
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Figure 9. Left panel: constraints from various EDM experiments in the Xt- Xt plane. The dark
ellipse is the combined allowed region. Right panel: constraints using the expected sensitivities of
prospected muon, neutron, proton, deuteron, and  EDM experiments.
direction emerges, which would require additional measurements to constrain. Future dp
and dD experiments would both improve the limits and remove the free direction in the
top sector as shown in the right panel.
The above examples show that it is not possible to single out a single EDM experiment
that is most important. Depending on the couplings under consideration, essentially all
EDM experiments play a role. While current limits on, for example, d and d are much
weaker than limits on dn, dHg, and de they are still important in constraining couplings
involving muons and taus.
5.3 Lepton avor universality violation in B decays
The experimental hints for lepton-avor universality (LFU) violation in B decays, most
prominently reected in the ratios RD;D and RK;K , have received much attention over the
last few years. In trying to jointly understand both charged-current and neutral-current
deviations, leptoquark models have emerged as uniquely suited mediators. As an explicit
example we discuss here a recently suggested model, involving two scalar leptoquarks, which
has a UV-completion based on SU(5) Grand Unied Theory [5]. The model accommodates
the anomalies in the b ! c ` transitions (RD()) as well as those in b ! s`` transitions
(RK()) by introducing R2 and S3 scalar leptoquarks, respectively. While the interactions
related to S3 do not lead to signicant eects in EDMs, the R2 leptoquark generates a
rich EDM phenomenology as discussed here. Importantly, the model under consideration
provides a direct link between eects in b! c ` transitions and EDMs.
We start by discussing how the R2 couplings can accommodate the current anomalies
in the RD() ratios. These LFU ratios are dened as
RD() =
B(B ! D() )
B(B ! D()``)
; (5.2)
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Figure 10. Left panel: constraints from various EDM experiments in the Ztd- Zts plane. The dark
ellipse is the combined allowed region, while the purple dashed band illustrates the allowed region
when we also assume a nonzero Ztb coupling. Right panel: constraints using expected sensitivities
of future proton and deuteron EDM experiments.
where ` = e; . Within the scenario of ref. [5], the R2 leptoquark aects these ratios by
modifying the decays to  leptons. The required R2 couplings take the following form in
our notation:
xRL =  
0B@0 0 00 ycL ycL
0 0 0
1CA ; xyLR = V
0B@0 0 00 0 0
0 0 ybR
1CA : (5.3)
Below the electroweak scale, corrections to b! c`` transitions are induced by the following
eective Lagrangian (in terms of the avor eigenstates of the neutrinos),
Le =  4GFp
2
Vcb [(cL
bL)(L ) + gSL(cRbL)(R ) + gT (cR
bL)(R )] ; (5.4)
where the rst term represents the SM contribution. The tensor and scalar terms are the
charged-current pieces of the C
(1;3)
lequ operators in eq. (3.19). The form of the R2 couplings
in eq. (5.3), together with the matching conditions in eq. (3.6), give rise to the following
contributions:
gSL(mLQ) = 4gT (mLQ) =  

2
p
2GFVcb
 1 
C
(1) qc
lequ

Vqb =
ycL
 
ybR

4
p
2GFVcbm
2
LQ
: (5.5)
The neutral-current part of the same operator includes one of the combinations of couplings
that contributes to EDMs, namely
Im gSL(mLQ) =  
Xc
4
p
2GF jVcbj2
: (5.6)
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The LFU ratios can be expressed in terms of the scalar and tensor couplings in eq. (5.4)
as follows [136]:
RD()
RSM
D()
= 1 + aD
()
SL
jgSL(mb)j2 + aD
()
T jgT (mb)j2 + ~aD
()
SL
Re gSL(mb) + ~a
D()
T Re gT (mb) ; (5.7)
where the coecients aD
()
SL;T
contain phase space factors and form factor ratios and we use
the numerical values derived in ref. [136]. In the above, all couplings are to be evaluated
at  = mb, for which one has,
1:64 gSL(mLQ) ' gSL(mb) ' 7:8gT (mb) : (5.8)
The averages of the experimental measurements are [137{146]
RexpD = 0:407 0:046 ; RexpD = 0:306 0:015 ; (5.9)
with a correlation of 20%, while the SM predictions are given by8 [136]
RSMD = 0:293 0:007 ; RSMD = 0:257 0:003 : (5.10)
The prediction for RD is based on lattice-QCD results for the B ! D form factors [147,
148]. The form factors for RD are taken from ref. [149]. The resulting predictions agree
within uncertainties with refs. [149{152].
Taking only the uncertainty on the experimental measurements of RD() into account,
we obtain the 90% C.L. contours in gure 11 in the Re gSL(mb)   Im gSL(mb) plane. The
SM point with gSL(mb) = 0 is excluded at the few -level. The critical point is that a
combined explanation of the RD() anomalies requires a nonzero Im gSL(mb), in agreement
with ref. [5]. Since the imaginary parts of the couplings gSL and gT are related to Xc,
they can be constrained by EDMs.9
There are two relevant contributions of Xc to EDMs: the rst is a sizable contribution
to the three-gluon Weinberg operator via two-loop eects (see gure 3 and table 1). The
Weinberg operator in turn leads to nonzero nucleon EDMs and thus a nonzero dn and
dHg. The other contribution is via the charm-quark EDM, again inducing nucleon EDMs
and hence dn and dHg. This contribution is potentially much larger; in fact, for values of
gcT down to about  1=10 of the present central value, this constraint would rule out the
values of Im gSL(mb) required to explain the RD() measurements.
The interpretation of dn and dHg in terms of both C ~G and dc suer presently from
large theoretical uncertainties; hence, it is too early to draw strong conclusions regarding
the viability of this model. Since for the central value of the Weinberg matrix element
and gcT =
ms
mc
gsT the constraint from dc is a factor  6 stronger than that via the Weinberg
8Since we use eq. (5.7) with coecients from ref. [136], we use also their SM predictions.
9In principle additional contributions to EDMs can arise from diagrams that include both the R2 and S3
leptoquarks, which are not included in the analysis of section 3. However, such contributions can be shown
to be suppressed by additional loop factors or small Yukawa couplings compared to those from R2 alone.
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Figure 11. Contours in the Re gSL(mb)-Im gSL(mb) plane. The RD and R

D contours (at 90%
C.L.) are shown in green and blue, respectively. The current constraints from from the Hg EDM
is shown in red, while the dark-red band is a projection for a future neutron EDM measurement
assuming an order of magnitude improvement.
operator, we consider the latter a conservative constraint. In order to be able to easily adapt
our results to future determinations of gcT , we provide the following simplied formulae:
jIm gSL(mb)j  0:92
 2:2  10 4gcT;min(2GeV) d
limit
n
3:0  10 26 e cm
 ; (5.11)
jIm gSL(mb)j  0:42
 2:2  10 4gcT;min(2GeV) d
limit
Hg
6:3  10 30 e cm
 ; (5.12)
where we assumed that both EDMs are dominated by the dc contribution.
From these observations, one would expect next-generation dn or dHg experiments to
see a signal if this particular model accounts for the B anomalies. Further improvements
of hadronic and nuclear theory would be very helpful to strengthen this conclusion. We
illustrate this situation in gure 11: there we show the constraints from RD() in the
complex gSL plane together with the present bounds from dHg via the Weinberg operator
and the charm EDM for gcT =
ms
mc
gsT . Additionally, for the neutron EDM, we show the
current constraint using gcT =
ms
mc
gsT and the future limit assuming an improvement by a
factor of 30 over the current limit, dn < 1:0  10 27 e, but with gcT = 0.
This example shows that EDMs can play a role in constraining leptoquark models
that explain the B anomalies, even if the latter require avor-changing interactions that
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do not directly lead to EDMs. In fact, in the above examples, gSL and gT are induced at
tree level while EDMs are only induced at the two-loop level and suer from an additional
suppression of V 2cb ' 1:7  10 3. The fact that the EDM limits can still be relevant shows
the power of EDM measurements in constraining new CP-violating physics. It would be
interesting to study other leptoquark solutions to B anomalies and their EDM signature.
6 Conclusions
We have investigated how electric dipole moments of various systems are induced in models
involving scalar leptoquarks. Depending on their gauge representation, leptoquarks can
possess both left- and right-handed interactions with fermions with a relative CP-violating
phase. We focused on two types of scalar leptoquarks, R2 and S1, where this is the case.
Other representations can also lead to EDMs but these require additional weak interactions
and o-diagonal CKM elements. While EDMs induced by R2 and S1 leptoquarks have been
studied before [17{23], these studies focused on a subset of leptoquark interactions with
light fermions. In this work, we have generalized these results by including interactions
to all quarks and leptons and show that this leads to a rich EDM phenomenology and
impressive constraints on CP-violating phases.
In order to avoid LHC constraints, we have assumed that potential leptoquarks are
heavy with respect to the electroweak scale. We have integrated out the leptoquarks and
matched to CP-violating dimension-six operators of SM-EFT. These CP-violating opera-
tors consist of electroweak and chromo-electric dipole operators, the Weinberg operator,
and several four-fermion operators. The latter can be lepton-quark, and, in case of S1,
quark-quark interactions involving all generations of quarks and leptons. We have evolved
this set of operators to the electroweak scale where we integrated out the heavy SM de-
grees of freedom and matched to CP-odd SU(3)c  U(1)em-invariant operators (involving
only 5 quark avors). We subsequently evolved these interactions to the low-energy scales
where EDM experiments take place. All CP-odd operators that involve quarks or gluons
require a matching to the hadronic level. We have performed this matching based on chiral
perturbation theory, using up-to-date hadronic matrix elements. Finally, we use the lep-
tonic and hadronic CP-odd interactions to evaluate EDMs of leptons, nuclei, atoms, and
molecules using state-of-the art nuclear and atomic matrix elements. We stress that several
hadronic and nuclear matrix elements are still poorly known and include this uncertainty
in our analysis.
For leptoquark interactions involving electrons we nd that all CP-phases are strongly
constrained by EDM experiments involving paramagnetic atoms and polar molecules. For
couplings involving electrons and light quarks such EDMs are dominated by semileptonic
four-fermion interactions, while couplings among electrons and heavier quarks lead to large
electron-EDM contributions. For leptoquarks in the TeV-range, this leads to constraints
on the imaginary parts of the relevant couplings at the 10 8; 9 level. Similar conclusions
were recently reached in ref. [23].
For interactions involving muons and taus the situation is more complicated. De-
pending on the combination of leptoquark couplings and the statistical treatment, any of
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the experimental limits on the neutron, Hg, or lepton EDMs can lead to the strongest
constraint. In general, we conclude that leptoquark interactions involving second- and
third-generation leptons lead to a very distinct pattern of EDMs compared to interactions
involving electrons. For the CP-odd quark-quark interactions that appear in S1 models
the only relevant constraints arise from the neutron and Hg EDM limits. Here dHg gives
the most stringent limits in the cases where large pion-nucleon interactions are induced
(namely, for Zus, Zub, Ztd, and Zcd). Instead the dn and dHg limits are comparable for the
remaining couplings as they do not generate enhanced pion-nucleon interactions.
All limits for a single CP-violating coupling are given in tables 6{9. These tables
also show how future EDM experiments involving dierent nuclear and atomic systems
would aect our conclusions. In section 5.2 we have investigated more realistic scenarios
involving more than one nonzero CP-odd interaction, which exemplify the complementarity
of dierent (future) EDM experiments. An important conclusion of our work is that all
classes of EDM experiments (lepton, nucleon, nuclear, diamagnetic and paramagnetic)
play a role in limiting the various leptoquark interactions, motivating experimental and
theoretical improvements on all fronts.
To show potential applications of this work, we have applied our framework to a recent
model of leptoquarks motivated by the anomalies in B avor experiments [5]. Resolv-
ing these anomalies using leptoquarks generally requires interactions between second- and
third-generation quarks and leptons. If these interactions allow for CP-violating phases, as
is the case in ref. [5], they can lead to EDMs. Using the results obtained here, we set limits
on the complex couplings appearing in this model. We nd that this scenario remains con-
sistent with current EDM experiments given the large theoretical uncertainties specically
in gcT , but predicts a signal in the next generation of neutron EDM experiments. This
example shows that EDMs can play an important role in the study of leptoquark models.
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